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Clover Plugins are endpoint connectors. An endpoint is some business system and a Clover Plugins is
the connector that allows Clover to talk to that system.
While the Clover Orchestration Server is the main consumer of Clover Plugins, in some cases, these
plugins may be used as part of a data export or import so they might be used alongside of Clover
Migration Utilities.
There may also be cases were a Clover Plugins is used by some other commercial middleware product.

Clover Migration Utilities are the commercialization of data migration and integration tools that
Razorleaf has used for the last 16 years for hundreds of data migrations. We have exported and
imported hundreds of millions of records from a variety of systems. When a client asks us to execute a
data export or import, the Clover Migration Utilities are used to make this process faster and more
accurate.

Clover Middleware Utilities are tools that extend, enhance or improve commercial middleware.
In some cases our clients already have an existing commercial middleware solution like Jitterbit or Biztalk
or Mulesoft. While all of these middleware solutions are very powerful, there are cases where an
integration could be easier to build, more reliable or more capable with some middleware enhancements.
That’s the purpose of Clover Middleware Utilities. Clover Middleware Utilities provide some of these
enhancements on-top of commercial middleware.
When you use Clover Middleware Utilities along with your existing middleware to build your solution your
time to completion, solution capabilities and solution reliability will be greatly increased.
Summary
Whether your need is a one-time bulk data export or import or maybe you need a point to point solution
to connect two or more business systems together, Clover can help. If you are looking for a more robust
integration that will need job management, prioritization and orchestration or need some enhancements
to your existing middleware product, Clover will support that level of integration.
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